Wellness Walking Map

North Campus Loop: This near mile loop will give you a glimpse of the old and the new on North Campus. This part of campus includes both new residence halls such as Mews Hall, and older halls such as Balch, which was built in 1929.

Central Campus Loop: A great way to stretch your legs on your next break on a flat route passing by Ezra Cornell's monument as you near Morril Hall.

Athletics Loop: A flat loop that will take you by the Kane Sports Complex which features a nice quarter mile track. Feel free to walk or run on the track when it is not in use by the varsity athletic teams.

Vet School/ Plantations Loop: This scenic loop will take you by various gardens of the beautiful Cornell Plantations. Be sure to check out the Peony and Herb garden during the summer months.

Beebe Lake Loop: This unpaved trail winds its way around Beebe Lake taking you over foot bridges and past an old hydroelectric plant.